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This part consist of three bunches of questions carrying equar weightage.
Each bunch has four questions.
Answer all twelve questiorns.

Choose the correct answer from the brackets :

1 Theory explains and predicts about a :

(a) Phenomenon.

(c) Conclusion.

2 Title given to rows is known as :

(a) Caption.

(c) Stub.

3 ,If study is related to one variable it is called :

(a) Bivariate.

(c) Univariate.

4 A complete survey of population is known as :

i(a). Census.

(c) Panel.

Fill in the blanks :

5 ..- ended questions are called free answer questions.
6 Random sampling is also called

7 ==- is the process of recording the classified facts in rows and columns.
s A^list of special terms and phrases used in research is given in the research report in the formota_

Name....."..

E)(AMINATION

(b)

(d)

Principle.

None of these.

(b) Heading.

(d) None of these.

(b) Multivariate.

(d) Co-rrelation.

. 
(D Sample.

(d) Trend.

Turn over
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C. Answer in one word, :

I Which is the experiment that is conducted in a specifically created situation ?

10 Name the type of chart in which data are represented in circle form.

11 Give another name for end note.

12 which error occurs due to the faulty selection of sampling method ?

lt?,' Y+ = 3\{
Part B

Answer alt the nine questions in one or two sentences each.

L4 What do you mean by deduction ?

15 What is hypothesis ?

16 Define Theory.

L7 What is a variable ?

18 What is basic research ?

19 What is nominal scale ?

20 What is sampling error ?

2l What is coding ?

. (9x1=9we,!

Part C

. Ansuer any five questions in not more than orra page each,

Each question cqrries Z weightage

22 Mention the various steps involved in defining and formulating a Researctr problem.

2g What are the various sources of Secondary data ?

24 What are the different types of Classification of Data ?

25 What are the uses of Graphs and Diagrams ?

26 State the qualities of good Research report.
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27 Distinguish between Simple random sampling and Dellberate sampling.

Xlili euestionnaire ? What u"" 
"O,r"rr"r"*r.lr, ,r..;;;;;",

D 9088r

of Questionuaire

(5x2=l0weightage)
Part D

"*tswer any two questions,
Each question caties 4 weightage

1? 
*"* is Research ? What are the different types of Research ?30 what is saftpring ? Exprain various types of sampring methods.31 what is Analvsis of Data ? Discuss in detail "";;r,*ililoorc ro" analysis of data.
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